
 
SKILLS HOME TRAINING TIPS AND REMINDERS 

 

SET-UP COMPONENTS:  

 

POSTURE:  Angle, Dangle, Triangle. Counterbalance your head and rear, by bending 

slightly from the hips creating enough spine angle for the arms to dangle freely to form a 

triangle when placed on the handle. Weight will be on the balls of the feet. 

 

GRIP:  When placing hands on the handle, the palms should match.  

 

AIM and ALIGN:  We aim our club to the intended target and align our body parallel to 

that line. 

 

BALL POSITION: Ball should be played in the middle of the stance for the iron shot 

and move towards the front foot for wood play. 
 

PUTTING:  We use the putting stroke on or around the green. Always encourage a pendulum 

motion trying to avoid body or wrist action. Assure the ball is placed under the eye-line at 

address. 

 Tips: 

A. Have your child practice putting at home on the carpet- or purchase a putting 

carpet (available inside Pro-shop). 

B. Have your child putt with a sock under the front arm to rehearse proper shoulder 

and wrist action. 

C. Plenty of practice. 

CHIPPING:  An approach shot to the green that stays in the air approximately one third of the 

distance and runs the remainder.  We maintain the triangle established at address throughout the 

shot. Start the shot with the weight on the front foot. Ball position is in the middle/back of the 

stance. Hands are ahead of the club head. Back heel should rise slightly off of the ground upon 

completion of the swing. 

 Tips: 

A. Practice chipping with whiffle balls/regular golf balls into a recycling bin        

from a carpet surface at home. 

PITCHING:  An approach shot to the green that stays in the air approximately 2/3 of the 

distance to the flag and runs 1/3, more of a “rainbow” trajectory. Lofted clubs as the sand wedge 

and wedges are used to pitch. Arms should basically work from 9o’clock to 3o’clock manner 

swinging into a balanced finish with hips facing the target and the back foot up. 

 Tips: 

A. Practice with a whiffle ball from a carpet surface or a welcome mat in a space at 

home. 

B. A certain amount of wrist action is encouraged. 

FULL SWING:  Establish a strong set-up (P.G.A.) Start with a Y position at address to an L 

position on the away swing and follow through. The key is to finish in balance on your target side 

with the rear heel up.  The shoestrings of the rear shoe and knee will be facing the target.  

 

Arm Swing + Body Pivot = Golf Swing 

 Tips: 

A. Improve the swing by watching tournaments on T.V, practicing in front of a 

mirror and looking at pictures in magazines. 

B.  Practice with a friend or a parent on the driving range and putting green 


